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Session 1

Statement of financial position 

and its relevance to the market 

value of a company.



Disclaimer

 The ASA is not licensed to give financial advice.

 The content of these presentations are not designed to 

provide any specific investment advice to any person 

present.

 The ASA does not accept any responsibility to inform you 

of any matter that subsequently comes to our notice that 

may affect any of the information discussed.

 Anyone wishing to act on any matter discussed should 

seek independent advice from a licensed financial adviser.



Learning outcomes for this session

 How to interpret a statement of financial position 

(balance sheet) when determining whether a company’s 

financial situation supports a wise investment decision.

 How to assess the contents of a balance sheet in more 

depth than merely using data based ratio analysis.

 Understanding the effect of accounting standards on the 

composition of a balance sheet.

 Understanding how the different methods of valuing 

assets can impact on shareholders’ funds (equity).

 Understanding why the “market” ignores the book value 

of most companies as stated in the audited financial 

statements.



What does a statement of financial 

position aim to achieve?

 Presents a snapshot of a company’s financial health at one 

moment in time.

 Summarises the assets which are allowed to be recorded under 

accounting standards.

 Shows those assets at values in accordance with company 

policy, or as allowed under accounting standards.

 Summarises all of the defined liabilities of the company.

 Provides a statement of the shareholders’ equity (assets less 

liabilities).



What the Statement of financial position 

tells us:

 Assets acquired by purchase.

Assets developed internally at a 
defined cost (e.g. IT software).

Judgements relating to asset values 
(cost or carrying value).

Liabilities are the most reliable 
component.

Shareholders’ Equity (Assets less 
Liabilities).



And what it doesn’t tell us:

 Value of Assets developed without acquisition or 

development cost (e.g. goodwill derived from organic 

growth).

 The market values of most companies.



Examples of assets which have a value 

based on subjective assumptions

 Property, plant & equipment

 Goodwill

 Other intangibles (e.g. copyright, brand names, customer 

lists)

 Loans (banks) and trade debtors

 Inventory

 Investments in joint ventures

 Construction projects



Some comments on liabilities
 Much more definable elements.

 One exception would be provisions, but not usually 

material and relate to employee entitlements in the main.

 Level of interest bearing debt is the main focus, 

particularly current debt.

 Compare mix of debt and shareholder equity when 

considering methods of financing adopted by different 

companies.

 Take particular note of the contrast in funding methods 

used by WES & WOW, caused by the urgent need for WES 

to repay debt after the Coles purchase, which coincided 

with the squeeze on credit when the GFC struck shortly 

afterwards.



Elements of shareholder funds, or equity

Contributed equity, or issued capital. 

Specific reserves e.g. upward asset 

revaluation reserves.

Retained profits.



Asset Revaluations – The Rules
Fixed Assets not held for resale - options

Cost less depreciation

Can be periodically revalued but can’t be selective – all assets in the class must 
be revalued and then continue to be revalued periodically. If upward 
revaluation then surplus goes to reserves via Statement of Comprehensive 
Income. Directors must impair asset value where the value in use is less than 
the balance sheet value – charge to P&L.

Fixed Assets held for resale or Investment are recorded at Market Value less costs of 
disposal.

Intangible Assets – non-goodwill (mastheads/copyright/IT software)

Carrying value – cost (can be internal) or revalued (upwards or downwards)

Written off over useful/economic life – amortisation. Review useful life each 
year.

Intangible Assets – Goodwill

Carrying value – cost (no internal) or revalued (downwards only) amount

Carrying value must be tested each year on a Market Value, or Value in Use 
method, and any loss in value must be impaired and charged to P&L



Balance Sheet asset values –

Examples of impaired assets
 Reduction of carrying value of goodwill due to 

underperforming acquisition (e.g. Target by WES, M2 by 

VOC)

 Reduction of carrying value of debtors or loans due to 

doubts surrounding ability to collect (bank loans, 

mortgages)

 Reduction of carrying value of fixed assets where income 

generated from those assets has not matched the original 

targets (BHP, RIO)

 Reduction of carrying value of intangible assets due to 

lack of earning capacity (e.g. copyright, customer lists, 

mastheads, brands, as in Fairfax).
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06/16 % 06/17 % 06/18

%

$M PREM/NA $M PREM/NA $M

PREM/NA

WES

NET ASSETS PER 

B/SHEET 22949.00 23941.00 22754.00
MARKET VALUE 

(PRICE*SHARES) 45066.00 45406.00 55966.00

PREMIUM TO BOOK 

VALUE 22117.00 96.37% 21465.00 89.66% 33212.00 145.96%

WOW

NET ASSETS PER 

B/SHEET 8470.6 9526.00 10481.00

MARKET VALUE 

(PRICE*SHARES) 26713.0 32934.00 39932.00

PREMIUM TO BOOK 

VALUE 18242.40 215.36% 23408.00 245.73% 29451.00 280.99%
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5YR 10YR TSR

2016 2017 2018 AVGE% AVGE% 5 YRS

WES

ROA 7.0 7.8 8.6 7.3 6.5 7.0%

ROC 10.0 12.3 12.0 10.3 9.0

ROE 11.5 11.0 13.3 10.9 9.2

WOW

ROA 12.5 6.9 7.4 9.7 11.0 1.4%

ROC 23.0 13.0 14.0 17.4 19.3

ROE 32.1 14.9 15.3 21.8 25.1











Financial ratios

 Understand the purpose of chosen ratios – e.g. strong cash 

flow companies can carry a higher D/E ratio than others 

(e.g. RHC or CSL).

 Use as a “rule of thumb” only.

 Understand impact of differences in components of 

calculation.

 Trends are all important as distinct to one-off numbers



Popular ratios derived from financial 

statements – using the balance sheet

 Return on capital (NPAT+Interest/Debt+EQ)

 Return on assets (NPAT/Total assets per B/S)

 Return on equity (NPAT/equity)

 Debt/Equity (Int. bearing debt/equity)

 Current ratio (Current assets/Curr. liabs)

 Price/book (P/B) – probably worthless unless assets fully 

recorded and valued (e.g. LICs/banks/property trusts)



Session 2

Statement of income (profit and loss 

account), and its comparison with 

underlying earnings and operating cash 

flows.



Learning outcomes for this session

 How to interpret a statement of income (profit and loss 
account) when determining whether a company’s profits 
record supports a wise investment decision.

 Understanding the effect of accounting standards on the 
composition of a profit and loss account.

 How to reconcile an accounts profit with the operating 
cash surplus contained in the statement of cash flows.

 How to reconcile the audited accounts profit (statutory 
profit) with company and media reporting of “underlying 
profit”.



Income Statement

 This statement matches revenue with expenditure incurred in 
the same accounting period.

 Will contain some estimates (e.g. depreciation, value of 
inventory, part finished construction profit).

 The profit result will differ from the operating cash flow due to 
non-cash items included in calculating profit (e.g. 
depreciation).

 Need to look out for abnormal items in assessing profit for the 
period under review.

 Underlying earnings comparison – useful for investors, a worry 
for ASA monitors!





Wesfarmers

Profit after tax from continuing operations $2604m

Loss from discontinued operations ($1407m)

Net profit after tax $1197m
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Wesfarmers’ underlying 2018 profit 

reconciliation inc. discontinued ops. As per 

annual report
$M

 Statutory net profit after tax (NPAT) 1197

Add

 Bunnings UK & Ireland loss on closure 1398

 Further impairment of Target goodwill 300

2895

Less

 Profit on sale of Curragh coal mine 123

Underlying earnings 2772













Financial Ratios

 Essential to choose relevant ratios when analysing a 
company’s performance.

 Understand the purpose of chosen ratios e.g. eps growth 
trend.

 Use as a “rule of thumb” to lead to further analysis.

 Understand impact of changes in components of 
calculation.

 Trends are all important as distinct to one-off numbers, 
e.g. operating margins.



Popular Ratios using the Financial Statements 

– using the income statement

 Earnings per share (NPAT/Issued Shares)

 Return on capital (NPAT+Interest/Debt+EQ)

 Return on assets (NPAT/Total assets per B/S)

 Return on equity (NPAT/equity)

 Interest cover (NPAT+Int(AT)/Int)

 Operating margin (EBITDA/Revenue)



Popular Ratios – Market Driven

 Price/earnings ratio (P/E) MP/EPS

 Total shareholder return (TSR) DIVS+MP Inc/Dec.

 Price to book (PB) MP/Book value (Net assets)

 Dividend yield (DPS/MP)

 Earnings yield (EPS/MP) – Reverse of P/E

 Price to earnings growth  PEG (PE/EPS growth)



Session 3

Statement of cash flows and further 

popular financial statement driven 

ratios.



Refresher from last 2 sessions
 How the asset value write downs (impairments) impact on profits.

 We highlighted the fact that the market ignores the asset side of the balance sheet 

when setting a price. Vocus price dropped 40% when impairing M2 asset cost price, as 

market was caught by surprise. Wesfarmers’ stock price hardly moved when 

impairing Target cost, as market had already worked it out. Often the MP will rise in 

response to an impairment as a relief that management has at last faced up to what 

everyone else knew. Think BHP and its US shale oil assets recently.

 How one off (abnormal) items can impact on profit to such an extent that companies 

and analysts feel the need to identify sustainable profits, free of abnormal items, 

and promote them as “underlying earnings”.

 We recently put a question to an audience on whether they were more heavily 

influenced by the accounts profit, or by underlying profit, when making an 

investment decision. The poll showed that 1/3rd chose the accounts profit, and 

2/3rds chose the underlying profit.

 We examined the relationship between accounts profit and an operating cash flow 

surplus and identified where the differences were.

 We discussed how individual inputs to a ratio equation  can distort the comparisons 

between companies (e.g. asset values and ROE, debt/equity ratio depends on mix of 

capital choices between companies).



Learning outcomes for this session

 How to interpret a statement of cash flows when determining whether 

a company’s cash management policies are likely to lead to 

responsible capital expenditure and dividend strategies.

 How to assess the contents of a statement of cash flows in more depth 

than merely using normal data based ratio analysis.

 How to determine whether a company is paying sustainable dividends.

 How to determine a company’s debt management strategies.

 To refresh our previous discussions around the comparison between 

operating cash flows and profit.

 To examine a few popular ratios which are derived from the financial 

statements.



Statement of Cash Flows

 Important document for investors

 Records cash transactions only

No accruals

No provisions, depreciation or impairments

 Divided into:

Operating cash flows

 Investing cash flows

 Financing cash flows



















operating margin/gross profit/ebit%









Financial Ratios

 Essential to choose relevant ratios when analysing a 

company

 Understand the purpose of chosen ratios

 Use as a “rule of thumb” only

 Understand impact of changes in components of 

calculation

 Trends are all important as distinct to one-off numbers



Popular Ratios – Financial Statements

 Earnings per share (PAT/Issued Shares)

 Return on capital (PAT+Interest/Debt+EQ)

 Return on assets (PAT/Total assets per B/S)

 Return on equity (PAT/equity)

 Debt/Equity (Int. bearing debt/equity)

 Interest cover (PBT+Int/Int)

 Current ratio (Current assets/Curr. liabs)

 Operating margin (EBITDA/Revenue)



Popular Ratios – Market Driven

 Price/earnings ratio (P/E) MP/EPS

 Total shareholder return (TSR) DIVS+MP Inc/Dec.

 Price to book (PB) MP/Book value (Net assets)

 Dividend yield (DPS/MP)

 Earnings yield (EPS/MP) – Reverse of P/E

 Price to earnings growth  PEG (PE/EPS growth)



Wrapping up
 Understand the accounting standards which determine asset values 

included in the balance sheet of a company.

 Understand the impact of asset valuations on ratios derived from 

financial statements, which are commonly used by investors.

 Understand the reasons why financial commentators, and 

companies, concentrate on underlying earnings, rather than 

statutory profits.

 Understand the use of cash flow statements in determining the 

sustainability of business expansion and dividend payments.

 Understand that financial ratios are a guide only, and that they 

should lead to further investigation of the various factors 

influencing the various components of the ratio calculation.


